
EVOLUTION OF LEARNING THEORY

Abstract This article is an account of the history of learning theory as the author has come to know and interpret it by
dealing with this subject for.

Second, he had discovered that monkeys can anticipate receiving, or expect to receive, a particular kind of
food. The three dominant methods for measuring brain activities are event-related potential , functional
magnetic resonance imaging and magnetoencephalography MEG. On approaching such new information, the
learner faces a loss of equilibrium with their previous understanding, and this demands a change in cognitive
structure. But other new angles also appeared in the s, mainly in America. A great deal of learning theory has
been about how learning content is acquired. The first perspective argues that learning can be studied by the
observation and manipulation of stimulus-response associations. New York: Harper and Brothers. However,
through the pairing of the sound with the unpleasant sensation of having a cavity drilled, the sound itself may
come to elicit symptoms of fear and anxiety, even if one is not in the dentist's chair. Ultimately nothing seems
to move. They claimed that learning always took place in a specific situation which also influenced the
learning process as its outcome. Habits of mind influence our point of view and the resulting thoughts or
feelings associated with them, but points of view may change over time as a result of influences such as
reflection, appropriation and feedback. The lights have been programmed to blink rapidly at their own
individual pace. However, it is not education, but learning which is decisive in this connection, and more
education does not automatically result in more and better learning. But in contrast to Negt's rather limited
range, Freire's book The Pedagogy of the Oppressed became known in most of the world, including in the less
developed countries and introduced a concrete agenda and method of combined learning and liberation Freire, 
Watson called Thorndike's approach behaviorism; it was the ultimate mechanistic psychology. Appreciation of
the cognitive components of learning focused attention on the need to remember an experience over various
time intervals. It has two sources. Watson believed that objective measurement of observable phenomena was
the only way to advance the science of psychology. So the loss of this particular hypothesis should not have
hurt the basic Hullian program. The Skinnerians are no better off, for all their claims of objectivity and
freedom from theory. A central process in S-R theories is equipotentiality. By varying the conditions in the
maze, he came to the conclusion that learning involved an understanding about events and their consequences,
and this led to purposive, goal-directed behavior. For example, the first time a person hears a drill at a dentist's
office, it probably will not cause the palms to sweat and the heart rate to quicken. He introduced a cognitive
language e. With Thorndike's procedure the critical contingency was the relationship between the response
and its "effect.


